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this method facilitates rapid market entry, says ritter. "if you use the engineering suite, you can create a prototype and test it quickly." kuka - a global partner to the future of intelligent production since the spring of 2011, kuka has been working on its new engineering suite.
this includes kuka.sim, the software development environment, kuka.workvisual, an online/offline engineering suite, kuka.robot, an architecture planning tool that runs on the kuka robots and kuka.play, a model-based, physical behavior simulator. "we have been working with
kuka for the last two years to develop an architecture planning tool for automation," ritter explains. "after having played with the program, we got a sense for its capabilities and adjusted the algorithms accordingly to kuka's needs. in the end, we created a short film from the

kuka.play video for an introductory presentation. the sim.ai workshop kuka's software engineer jan reinalter installed this in the frankfurt plant. the program receives data from the robot, models the behavior of the robot and simulates this in three-dimensional space. this
makes it possible to detect and eliminate potential collisions early on. for example, if the robot approaches an active chemical system in the production facility, it is checked whether it will affect the process. kuka is not alone in its efforts to improve its robots. kuka's main

competitors, abb, fanuc, and mitsubishi are all working on safety-relevant solutions. for example, abb uses the range of its i-road and robot c robot controllers to scan the immediate space of the workspace. "for i-road, we are able to detect and react to potential collisions with
humans. for robot c, we can also determine the correct path. an integrated approach to prevent accidents at an early stage makes sense," ritter says.
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the new kuka.sim pro offers plenty of benefits: creating and supporting robotics applications for production processes with online programming in the simulation environment comprehensive and intuitive robot control in 3d and online programming in the simulation
environment the integration of new features and krl scripting in the simulation environment the option to export the simulation as a 3d pdf and open it in acrobat reader fast start-up ease of use the new kuka.sim pro features online documentation for all functionality provided

by the new version, for example. the new version also supports a wide variety of 3d output formats. with this, you can easily export the simulation as a 3d pdf and open it in acrobat reader. detailed information in 2d for mechanical commissioning can be provided via the export
feature. the system's new three-dimensional sketching mode for the kuka.sim editor makes it easier to design and thus improve the safety of cnc applications. the new simulation engine is based on 3d objects and is integrated directly into the program tree. it simulates the
dynamics of a robot on tracks. kuka.sim runs within the kuka nette framework, an integrated solutions platform to control industrial robots, cnc machines and machine tools. it can be used to process and analyze data in the cloud and on the robot, and to collect data from

various sensors. kuka.sim 4.0 is available free of charge. to accelerate its adoption, the company is offering a free upgrade to existing customers. the new release of kuka.sim will also be made available for sale in the market in q4 2018. kuka.sim and the kuka.workvisual add-
on for robot controllers and kuka.sim editor are available from kuka by calling 800-364-3913. 5ec8ef588b
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